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Abstract
We propose a setting in which the search for a proof of
B or a refutation of B (a proof of ¬B) can be carried out
simultaneously: this is in contrast to the usual approach in
automated deduction where we need to commit to proving
either B or ¬B. Our neutral approach to proof and refutation is described as a two player game in which each player
follows the same rules. A winning strategy translates to a
proof of the formula and a winning counter-strategy translates to a refutation of the formula. The game is described
for multiplicative and additive linear logic without atomic
formulas. A game theoretic treatment of the multiplicative
connectives is intricate and our approach to it involves two
important ingredients. First, labeled graph structures are
used to represent positions in a game and, second, the game
playing must deal with the failure of a given player and with
an appropriate resumption of play. This latter ingredient
accounts for the fact that neither player might win (that is,
neither B nor ¬B might be provable).

1. Introduction
Consider the behavior of an idealized Prolog interpreter
given a noetherian logic program ∆ and query G. We can
expect that an attempt to prove G ends with either a finite
success or a finite failure. In the first case, we have a proof
of G (from ∆) and in the second case we have a proof of ¬G
from (the completion of) ∆ [9, 7]. Attempting to capture
this simple observation appears difficult in the usual presentation of proof search since in that setting, we must first
establish what we plan to prove, namely either G or ¬G,
and then set about to prove that selection. A failure to build
a sequent calculus proof of G, for example, may leave little
information that helps to build a sequent calculus proof of
¬G. Our (idealized) Prolog interpreter, however, does one
computation from which one constructs a proof of either G
or ¬G. This example suggests that there might be a neutral
approach to understanding proof search, at least in certain

weak subsets of logic. Ideally, we would only like to organize one computation from which we can extract a proof or
a refutation, depending on how the computation terminates.
In this paper, we describe a neutral approach to proof
and refutation for MALL (multiplicative and additive linear
logic) using games in which positions are neutral graphs
that are composed of neutral expressions. This extends previous work by Miller and Saurin in [15], in which the multiplicative part of the logic was strongly restricted to avoid
interactions between multiplicative connectives of opposite
polarities. These graphs and expressions have two dual
translations into logic and they can be seen as describing
the frontiers of two derivations (a proof and a refutation)
that are being extended simultaneously. In this setting, winning strategies yield proofs: depending on which player has
a winning strategy, either the positive or the negative translation into logical formulas has a proof.
Notice that our use of games here is different from the
use of games in, say, [1, 11], where games are used to capture the dynamics of cut-elimination for proofs in MALL.
Here, instead, games are used to model the construction of
cut-free proofs: the cut-rule and cut-elimination result are
used only to state invariants about how the neutral search
for proofs unfolds (see Section 2).
Our choice of MALL is made, in part, because we wish
to focus on the essential nature of multiplicative connectives
(additive connectives are easy in this setting). An important
aspect of MALL without atoms is characterized by the kind
of inference rules that are needed to describe proofs. It is
common to divide the inference rules of sequent calculus
into three groups: the structural rules (e.g., weakening and
contraction), the identity rules (initial and cut), and the introduction rules. In MALL without atoms, there is no need
for structural rules nor identity rules (since cut and initial
can be eliminated): thus, proofs are described entirely using introduction rules and it is these rules that correspond
to the moves that propel our game. While MALL without
atoms may seem rather weak, the complexity of establishing theoremhood for it is PSPACE-complete [12, 13].
The contributions of this paper are the following.

(1) We present a neutral approach to proof and refutation
in MALL by presenting a new game that can be seen as an
attempt to simultaneously prove and refute a formula. The
proof of our main result, Theorem 5.9, translates directly
between winning strategies and (focused) proofs.
(2) MALL is not complete in the sense that there are formulas B for which neither B nor ¬B are provable: consider
⊥ ⊗ ⊥ and 1  1. Thus we need to consider games in
which play resumes after one player loses so we can determine whether or not the game is a win for the other player
or a loss for both.
(3) This neutral setting provides an answer to why it is
that invertibility/non-invertibility (asynchrony/synchrony)
are de Morgan duals of each other: these two qualities are
two sides of the same process. In our game, both players
follow identical rules of play. Invertibility (asynchrony) occurs when a player needs to consider all possible moves
of the opponent: one is forced to consider all moves and
no choices are considered: the set of all possible moves is
part of the definition of the game arena. Non-invertibility
(synchrony) occurs when the opponent picks her responding move: here, genuine information is injected into the
game and this is expressed in proofs as a path though noninvertible inference rules in a (focused) proof.
Due to space constraints, appendices containing details
and the longest proofs are missing from this paper. They
are available in an extended report ([5]).

2. Neutral expressions
In this neutral setting, formulas are replaced by neutral
expressions, already introduced in [15]. We restrict ourselves to the propositional case here, but we address the
complex case of interactions between multiplicatives. There
is a neutral connective for each pair of dual connectives or
units of the logic. We also define two translations, i.e., two
functions mapping each neutral expression to the two dual
formulas it represents. Since two dual connectives may appear in a single formula, we need a way to switch to the
other translation when translating a neutral expression. We
will use the special unary operator  to this end.
Definition 2.1. Neutral expressions E and guarded neutral
expressions G are defined by the following grammar.
G ::=00 | 1 | E + E | E × E

E ::= G |  G

A guarded neutral expression is therefore a neutral expression which does not begin with . The set of the neutral
expressions is denoted by E. Notice that ( E) is not a
subexpression of a neutral expression.
Definition 2.2. The positive and negative translations of
neutral expressions into MALL formulas are defined in Figure 1. Notice that if E is a neutral expression, then [E]+ and

+

[00] = 0
+
[1] = 1
+
[E + F ] = [E]+ ⊕ [F ]+
+
[E × F ] = [E]+ ⊗ [F ]+
[ E]+ = [E]−

−

[00] = 
−
[1] = ⊥
−
[E + F ] = [E]− & [F ]−
−
[E × F ] = [E]−  [F ]−
[ E]− = [E]+

Figure 1. Translations of neutral expressions
[E]− are de Morgan duals of each other. If E is guarded,
then [E]+ is synchronous and [E]− is asynchronous.

3. The additive case
Hintikka (see, for example, [10]) defined a simple game
to determine the truth of a formula as follows (the game can
also work for quantificational formulas). Two players, P
and O, play with a single formula. The player P tries to
falsify the formula while O tries to validate the formula. If
the formula is a conjunction (&), P must move by choosing one of the conjuncts: in particular, if the formula is the
empty conjunction (), then P can pick nothing and she
loses. If the formula is a disjunction (⊕), O must move by
choosing one of the disjuncts: in particular, if the formula
is the empty disjunction (0), then O can pick nothing and
she loses. This game is determinate in the sense that one
player always has a winning strategy. If P has a winning
strategy starting with B then B is false: conversely if O has
a winning strategy starting with B then B is true.
This same game can be used to provide a neutral approach to proof and refutation for the additive fragment of
linear logic based on just 0, ⊕, , &. This has been done in
[15] and we describe it here as an introduction to the neutral approach. The formulas we consider are exactly those
of the form [E]− or [E]+ where E ranges over the additive
neutral expressions, namely
G ::=00 | E + E

E ::= G |  G

Let us define a similar game based on neutral expressions.
(Complete details for this example are given in the extended
report.) First we define a rewriting relation on neutral expressions:
E1 + E2 → E1

E1 + E2 → E2

Expressions of the form 0 and  E do not rewrite. Our game
is composed of positions that are guarded neutral expressions and a move in this game from E to F , denoted by
E ρ F , takes place exactly when E →∗  F . The first relationship on neutral expressions → denotes “micro-moves”
or “internal moves” while the second relationship ρ denotes

“macro-moves” or actual steps in the game. The following
theorem is proved in the extended report.
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a guarded neutral expression.
There exists a winning strategy from E iff  [E]+ is provable. There exists a winning counter-strategy from E iff
 [E]− is provable. In either case, the winning strategy or
counter-winning strategy provide the corresponding proof.
This game gives us a neutral approach to proof and refutation as follows: Let B an additive linear logic formula
and let E a guarded neutral expression such that [E]+ is
B. The move tree from position E is completely neutral
and symmetric with respect to the two players: it has a winning strategy if and only if B is provable and has a winning
counter-strategy if and only if ¬B is provable.
The rest of this paper addresses the much more complex
situation that occurs when we admit the multiplicatives. A
step towards accounting for multiplicatives (together with
additives) was reported in [15] where simple neutral expressions were considered: such expressions allowed for some
multiplicative connectives as long as they essentially disappeared during the internal (micro-step) phase. Capturing
full MALL in this setting is more involved and is addressed
next.

4. Accounting for multiplicatives

(resp. 1) chooses a ρ-successor of p, moves the token there,
and the play continues.
A σ-strategy for p is a prefixed closed set S of plays from
p containing (p) and is such that for every (p0 , . . . , pn ) ∈
S
• if pn is a σ-position there exists pn+1 such that pn ρ
pn+1 and (p0 , . . . , pn+1 ) ∈ S,
• if pn is a σ-position then for every pn+1 such that pn ρ
pn+1 , (p0 , . . . , pn+1 ) ∈ S.
A winning σ-strategy for p is a σ-strategy for p such that
every play in it that ends in a final position is won by σ.

4.2. Focalization
In our neutral approach, we develop two dual derivations
simultaneously. When we apply a rule in one, we apply its
dual in the other one. However, sequent calculus for MALL
lacks the symmetry we need. Consider the following dual
derivations:
A B C D
A⊗B
C⊗D
 (A ⊗ B) ⊗ (C ⊗ D)
 A⊥ , B ⊥ , C ⊥ , D⊥
 A⊥ , B ⊥ , C ⊥  D⊥ )
 A⊥  B ⊥ , C ⊥  D⊥ )

Unlike the case for games over purely additive connectives, a game for multiplicatives cannot be determinate: for
example, the neutral expression  1×  1 yields the two formulas, ⊥ ⊗ ⊥ and its negation 1  1, neither of which are
provable. Thus in the following description of games, we
need the possibility that there is a tie in play.

4.1. Two player games with ties
Name two players 0 and 1. For σ ∈ {0, 1}, we denote
by σ the number 1 − σ. An arena is a graph (P, ρ) where
P is a set of positions and ρ is a binary noetherian relation
on P that encode the possible game moves: if p ρ p then
p is a ρ-successor to p. A position with no ρ-successor is
called final. All final positions are classified as 0-wins, 1wins, and ties, and the non-final positions as 0-positions and
1-positions. If p is a position, a play from p is a path in the
arena starting with p. A play is finite since ρ is noetherian.
A play is won by player σ iff its last position is a σ-win, and
is a tie iff its last position is a tie.
Informally, we choose a starting position p and put a token on it. A play from p is a finite sequence of moves of
the token starting in p. If the current position of the token is
final, then the play ends and we conclude that either player
0 wins the play, player 1 wins the play, or nobody wins the
play. If it is a 0-position (resp. 1-position), then player 0

 (A⊥  B ⊥ )  (C ⊥  D⊥ )
In this example, the first derivation should be seen as a strategy for the player, and the second one as a strategy for the
opponent. In the first derivation, A ⊗ B and C ⊗ D are
decomposed in distinct branches, hence the syntax makes it
explicit that the order in which these decompositions occur
(i.e. in which the player chooses to make them) is irrelevant. In contrast, in the second derivation A⊥  B ⊥ is
clearly decomposed before C ⊥  D⊥ . However, those two
rules could be trivially permuted and the opponent’s strategy should reflect this fact. A focused proof system seems
more appropriate since it considers derivations modulo such
permutations.
Moreover, in the additive game previously, a move from
E ρ F exists iff E →∗  F . While each rewriting step
E → E  (which we will refer to as “micro-move”) corresponds to the application of an individual rule in the
proof system, a move E ρ F (which we will refer to
as “macro-move”) corresponds to a maximal sequence of
micro-moves. This differs from Hintikka’s games, in which
each game move corresponds to the application of an individual rule. In Hintikka’s setting, the main connective of a
formula determines which player makes the next move. In
our neutral setting, neutral expressions are decomposed by
the same player until  is reached.

 ∆ ⇑ F, G, Γ
[]
 ∆ ⇑ F  G, Γ

∆⇑Γ
[⊥]
 ∆ ⇑ ⊥, Γ
 ∆ ⇑ , Γ
⇓ 1

[1]

[]

 ∆ ⇑ F, Γ  ∆ ⇑ G, Γ
[&]
 ∆ ⇑ F & G, Γ

 ∆1 ⇓ F, Γ1  ∆2 ⇓ G, Γ2
[⊗]
 ∆1 , ∆2 ⇓ F ⊗ G, Γ1 , Γ2

 ∆ ⇓ F1 , Γ
[⊕1 ]
 ∆ ⇓ F1 ⊕ F2 , Γ

 ∆ ⇓ F2 , Γ
[⊕2 ]
 ∆ ⇓ F1 ⊕ F2 , Γ

∆⇑Γ
∆⇓Γ
 ∆, F ⇑ Γ
[R ⇑]
[R ⇓]
[D]
 ∆ ⇑ F, Γ
∆⇓Γ
 ∆, Γ ⇑
Figure 2. The focused proof system F . In the
release rules, F is synchronous in [R ⇑] and Γ contains only asynchronous formulas in [R ⇓]. The decide rule [D] requires Γ to be non-empty.

This division of inference rules into micro- and macromoves strongly corresponds to what one sees in focused
proof systems. Figure 2 contains a focused proof system for
MALL, called F , that contains two different phases marked
by different sequents. The asynchronous phase is marked
by sequents of the form  ∆ ⇑ Γ, while the synchronous
phase is marked by sequents of the form  ∆ ⇓ Γ. In
both cases, ∆ and Γ are multisets of formulas (the multiset
union of these two multisets is written as Γ, ∆). This focusing proof system is a simple variant of Andreoli’s Σ3 proof
system in [2]. The main differences are that our system is
restricted to MALL without atoms and that the decide rule
[D] can decide on more than one formula (i.e., D is not restricted to be a singleton). This extension was introduced in
[16]. The soundness and completeness of our system here is
a trivial consequence of corresponding result for Σ3 in [2].
As we shall see, micro-moves correspond to the application of the individual rules in Figure 2 while macro-moves
correspond to an entire synchronous or asynchronous phase.
Notice that introduction rules in the asynchronous phase are
invertible and, as such, proof search in this phase requires
no choices. On the other hand, the introduction rules in the
synchronous phase are not generally invertible and, as such,
proof search in this phase requires choices to be made, e.g.,
which disjunction to select or how to split the side formulas
of a tensor.
In our neutral game setting, every move has two dual
readings: one is asynchronous and one is synchronous.
When a move is considered from the point-of-view of the
player making the move, the interpretation is synchronous:
it is in this phase that a player must make choices in how
the game should unfold. When a move is considered from
the opponent’s point-of-view, the interpretation is asynchronous: in this phase a player has no choices since she

 A, B ⇑
[R ⇑]
⇑ A, B
[]
⇑ C ⊥
⇑ A  B
[R ⇓]
[R ⇓]
⇓ A  B
⇓ C ⊥
[⊗]
⇓ (A  B) ⊗ C ⊥
[D]
 (A  B) ⊗ C ⊥ ⇑
⊥

(1)

⊥

C ⇑A
⇑ B
[R ⇓]
[R ⇓]
⊥
C ⇓A
⇓ B ⊥
[⊗]
 C ⇓ A⊥ ⊗ B ⊥
[D]
 A⊥ ⊗ B ⊥ , C ⇑
[R ⇑]
⇑ A⊥ ⊗ B ⊥ , C
[]
⇑ (A⊥ ⊗ B ⊥ )  C

(2)

Figure 3. Two dual derivations. Here, A, B and
C are synchronous formulas.

must accommodate all possible moves of the opponent.
This correspondence to games provides an explanation of
why the asynchronous connectives of MALL are de Morgan duals of the synchronous connectives.
In Andreoli’s Σ3 , one formula is selected and decomposed in a synchronous phase, while all formulas are decomposed in an asynchronous phase. This asymmetry does
not fit well in our neutral setting, which forces formulas to
be decomposed simultaneously in two dual derivations. We
recover some of the symmetry by allowing several foci to be
selected: some formulas (read synchronously by the player
and asynchronously by the opponent) are decomposed at
each move.

4.3. Neutral graphs
In order to account for the complexity and intensional
behavior of the multiplicative connectives of MALL, we
shall not enrich the structure of arenas and plays (for example, we do not attempt concurrent player games, etc).
Instead, we enrich the notion of position by moving from
being just simple neutral expressions (as was used in the additive games of Section 3) to labeled graph structures, which
we describe next.
Figure 3 shows an example of two dual derivations. It
should be noted that at any point in the simultaneous development of those derivations, there are strong relationships
between their frontiers. Each formula present in a frontier has its dual in the other frontier. Moreover this is a
one-to-one correspondence. For example at the bottom of
the derivations the frontier of (1) consists of the sequent
 (A  B) ⊗ C ⊥ ⇑ and the frontier of (2) consists of
⇑ (A⊥ ⊗ B ⊥ )  C. Clearly there is exactly one formula

in each frontier and they are dual. At the top of the two
derivations, the frontiers are  A, B ⇑ and ⇑ C ⊥ for (1),
and  C ⇑ A⊥ and ⇑ B ⊥ for (2). Here, the corresponding
pairs are A/A⊥ , B/B ⊥ , and C ⊥ /C.
An even stronger statement can be made about these sequents on the frontier. If we admit the focused cut-rule
 ∆2 ⇑ B ⊥ , Γ
 ∆1 , B ⇑
cut
 ∆1 , ∆2 ⇑ Γ
then these frontier sequents can be combined to derive (using just this focused cut rule) the empty sequent. In the
above example, this cut-derivation would be
 A, B ⇑
⇑ B ⊥
cut
A⇑
 C ⇑ A⊥
cut
C⇑
⇑ C ⊥
cut.
⇑
While we do not make explicit use of such cut-derivations
of the empty sequent in the sequel, the existence of such
derivations provide a useful invariant concerning the evolution of game playing. For example, it immediately follows
that at most one player will succeed to win and at least one
player must lose.
In [4], the authors analyse the geometry of generalized
multiplicative rules and express the duality of two generalized multiplicatives through a graph structure. Following this idea, we define a graph structure to represent links
between two frontiers as presented above. In this kind of
graph, called neutral graph, the vertices represent the sequents of the frontiers. There are two colors of vertices (one
for each frontier). As we have seen, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between formulas of the two frontiers. We
represent each pair of corresponding formulas by an arc between the two vertices representing the sequents in which
they appear. The arc
u

E

v

labeled with a guarded neutral expression E means that the
formula [E]+ occurs in the sequent represented by u and
that the formula [E]− occurs in the sequent represented by
v. A neutral graph is bipartite: recall that we have a color
for each frontier and that we do not pair two formulas in the
same frontier. For example, two frontiers
 [E]+ , [F ]+ ⇑ ⇑ [G]− |  [G]+ ⇑ [E]−

⇑ [F ]−

will be represented by the neutral graph
F

E

G

where the black (resp. white) vertices represent the sequents
of the left (resp. right) frontier.

We are going to define transition relations on neutral
graphs that will correspond to the simultaneous development of the derivations. In the neutral graphs introduced so far, the sequent associated with a vertex v is 
[O1 ]+ , . . . , [Om ]+ ⇑ [I1 ]− , . . . , [In ]− , where O1 , . . . , Om
(resp. I1 , . . . , In ) are the neutral expressions labeling the
outgoing (resp. incoming) arcs of v. Since all those neutral expressions are guarded, the [Oi ]+ are synchronous and
the [Ii ]+ are asynchronous. Such a neutral graph is called
passive, because it represents frontiers where no formula
is under focus. Consider developing one of the derivations
by applying the [D] rule. Some formulas are put under focus. Subsequent development of this derivation will consist
in decomposing those formulas. In our neutral setting, this
will be matched by a decomposition of their (asynchronous)
duals in the other derivation. Just as the [D] rule marks formulas for decomposition at the beginning of a synchronous
phase, we need a way to mark arcs of neutral graphs for
decomposition of the neutral expressions labeling them. A
neutral graph will record which arcs are marked or focused.
The focused arc
u

E

v

(notice the thicker line) indicates that [E]+ appears under
focus in the sequent associated with u. As a formula under
focus may be asynchronous, we allow neutral expressions
labeling focused arcs not to be guarded. A neutral graph
with focused arcs is called active because one of the frontiers it represents is in the middle of a synchronous phase.
Definition 4.1. A neutral graph G is a tuple (V, A, p, , F ),
where V is a finite set (possibly empty) of vertices, A ⊆
V × V is a set of arcs, p : V → {0, 1} associates a polarity to each vertex,  : A → E maps each arc to a neutral
expression, and F ⊆ A. In addition, the following must
hold:
• The undirected graph based on (V, A) is a set of trees
none of which are the degenerate (one-vertex) tree.
• For every a ∈ A, if (a) is not guarded then a ∈ F .
• For every (u, v) ∈ A, p(u) = p(v).
Notice that the definition requires that no vertex be isolated (i.e. without neighbours).
Informally, a move of player σ (for σ ∈ {0, 1}) corresponds to a synchronous (resp. asynchronous) phase from
the frontier consisting of the vertices of polarity σ (resp. σ).
We say that a ∈ A is focused if a ∈ F . A vertex v with
polarity σ (i.e., p(v) = σ) is called a σ-vertex. A neutral
graph G is connected iff (V, A) is weakly connected, and
disconnected otherwise. Notice that the polarity assignment
p and the restriction above makes the graph (V, A) bipartite.
Definition 4.2. The neutral graph (V  , A , p ,  , F  ) is a
subgraph of (V, A, p, , F ) if V  ⊆ V , A ⊆ A, p = p|V  ,

 = |A , and F  = F ∩ A . If G = (V, A, p, , F ) is a
neutral graph and A ⊆ A, we denote by G|A the maximal
subgraph of G whose arcs all belong to A . Formally

results in a weakly (but not strongly) polarized passive neutral graph, the next move is to select a (strongly polarized)
component (if any) to continue from.

G|A = (V  , A , p|V  , |A , F ∩ A )

Definition 4.5. An active neutral graph G = (V, A, p, , F )
is (weakly or strongly) polarized at polarity σ iff the following hold:
• for every (u, v) ∈ F , p(u) = σ and p(v) = σ and
• the passive neutral graph G , obtained by reversing and
unfocusing G’s focused arcs, is weakly polarized.

where V  = {v ∈ V : ∃u ∈ V (u, v) ∈ A ∨ (v, u) ∈ A }.
A connected component of a neutral graph is a maximal
connected subgraph.
Recall the “cut invariant” presented above. Cutting a formula roughly corresponds to merging the two vertices its
corresponding arc connects in a neutral graph. The invariant thus suggests that by repeating this operation the whole
neutral graph reduces to a single vertex. This should lead
us to require (V, A) to be a tree (see more about this in [4]).
However, we allow (V, A) to be disconnected, as long as
each connected component is a tree, since the failure of one
player may leave the graph disconnected: in that case, the
next move typically consists in the player who failed selecting a connected component on which to continue the play.
Definition 4.3. A neutral graph G is active when it has at
least one focused arc and is passive otherwise. A neutral
graph is degenerate if it has no vertices. There is exactly one
such neutral graph, denoted by δ, and it is clearly passive.
Active neutral graphs correspond to states in which a
synchronous phase is not finished yet. As such, they will appear between micro-moves, but not between macro-moves.
We need to impose restrictions on neutral graphs before
they can be introduced in a game. Since our game is not
concurrent, we must be able to clearly state whose turn it is.
We will assign a polarity to suitable neutral graphs. Informally, if G has polarity σ ∈ {0, 1}, then it is player σ’s turn
to play in G.
A source of a neutral graph is a vertex v such that there
is no arc of the form (u, v).
Definition 4.4. A passive neutral graph G is weakly polarized if for every connected component C of G there is a
polarity σ ∈ {0, 1} such that every source of C has polarity
σ. If G is weakly polarized and has exactly one connected
component, then G is strongly polarized at polarity σ, where
σ is the polarity assigned to the sources of G.
Notice that δ is weakly but not strongly polarized. In a
passive neutral graph G, all associated sequents are of the
form  Γ ⇑ ∆, that is, not in a synchronous phase. Those
from which a synchronous phase is about to start (via the
[D] rule) are those for which ∆ is empty, that is, those associated with the sources of G. Requiring all the sources of a
connected component to share the same polarity σ ensures
that player σ must be the next one to play in that component. As follows from the above explanation, when a move

Let Na (resp. Np ) be the set of the weakly polarized
active (resp. passive) neutral graphs. Let N = Na ∪ Np
denote the set of the weakly polarized neutral graphs. In
the following, all the neutral graphs we consider are weakly
polarized.
If S ⊂ N , let S ∗ be the subset of S consisting of its
strongly polarized elements. Clearly Na∗ = Na .
A notion which will be useful in proving that plays are
finite is that of the size of a neutral graph G ∈ N . We define
it to be the total number of symbols of the neutral expressions labeling the arcs of G, and denote it by size(G).

4.4. Rewriting neutral graphs
This section describes the transitions on neutral graphs
that are the basis of the game. We first introduce six of
them, the aforementioned “micro-moves”, that should be interpreted as the simultaneous applications of two dual single
rules of the proof system. Table 1 lists them along with their
interpretations. We subsequently build another transition,
which packs a maximal sequence of micro-moves together
and should be read as the simultaneous development of two
dual phases. Failures may arise in some of these transitions;
in that case the transition is labeled with two boolean flags
f0 and f1 , where fi is  if and only if player i has encountered a failure. A player who has failed cannot win the play
any more but may try to prevent her opponent from winning
by making her fail as well (in which case the play ends in a
tie).
In the first of the micro-moves of Table 1, G is passive and G is active: with this transition, we are selecting
what neutral expressions should be decomposed. The synchronous reading of this step corresponds to the multifocus inference while the asynchronous reading corresponds
to selecting which formulas to use for invertible decomposition. The second transition is the converse: once we have
reached the end of a phase (marked by the  operator), the
designated formulas are released (unfocused). Here, G is
active and G loses one of its foci. The next two transitions
result from dealing either with an additive or a multiplicative neutral expression labeling a focused arc. The last two
transitions deal with the additive and multiplicative units: it
is with these units that failures can arise in game playing.

Transition

Sync reading

Async reading

D



[D]

none

R



[R ⇓]
[⊕]
[⊗]

[R ⇑]
[&]
[]

G −→ G

none

[]

G −→ G

[1]

[⊥]

G→G

G→G
+
G → G
×
G → G
0 ,f0 ,f1



1,f0 ,f1

In the following description of the micro-moves we use
figures to illustrate the formal definitions. Each micro-move
rewrites a strongly polarized neutral graph G. σ- (resp. σ-)
vertices are represented in black (resp. white), where σ is
the polarity of G. We also refer to player σ (resp. σ) as the
black (resp. white) player.
Decision: Let G = (V, A, p, , ∅) ∈ Np∗ and let v1 , . . . , vn
be the sources of G. For each vi , let Ai be a non empty
subset of {(vi , w) : (vi , w) ∈ A}. If we then let G =
D
(V, A, p, , ∪ni=1 Ai ), we have the labeled transition G →

G.
D

→

vi

(this figure only shows one source vi .) Let us give an inD
formal description of this transition G → G . Recall the
decision rule ([D] in Figure 2). It is applied to a sequent of
the form  Γ ⇑. In G, these sequents exactly correspond
to the sources, and the transition corresponds exactly to applying [D] to each one of them. G ∈ Np∗ ensures that all
sources are σ-vertices, where σ is the polarity of G; this
micro-move shall therefore be made by player σ.
To describe the next five labeled transitions, let G =
(V, A, p, , F ) ∈ Na and a = (v, w) ∈ F .
Reaction: If (a) is of the form  E, then one can remove
the leading , reverse the arc, and unfocus it. Formally, let


G = (V, (A \ {a}) ∪ {a}, p, |A\{a} ∪ {(a, E)}, F \ {a})
where a = (w, v) is the opposite arc to a. Then we have the
R
transition G → G .
v

E

w

R

→

v

E

E1 + E2

v

Table 1. Neutral moves and their two readings

vi

let G = (V, A, p,  , F ) where  is the same as  except that
 (a) = Ei for some i ∈ {1, 2}. We then have the labeled
+
transition G → G .

w

In both interpretations, a formula of the wrong polarity is
reclassified.
Additives: If (a) is of the form E1 + E2 , then one can
replace this expression with one of the operands. Formally,

+

→

w

v

Ei

w

This treatment of + is essentially the same as in the additive
game presented before.
If (a) =00 (the 0-ary additive), then one can remove w
and all its adjacent arcs. Formally, let G = G|A∩(V \{w})2
and let f0 and f1 be the boolean values defined as follows:
fp(v) =  and fp(w) = ⊥. Then we have the labeled tran0 ,f0 ,f1

sition G −→ G .
0

v

w

0 ,f0 ,f1

−→

v

(in the second graph, any isolated vertex shall be removed.)
This last transition is particular: on the white player’s side
we simply remove a sequent of the form  Γ ⇑ , ∆, in
other words we apply []; on the black player’s side we are
confronted with an unprovable sequent of the form  Γ ⇓
0, ∆. Consequently the black player fails (fp(v) = ).
Multiplicatives: If (a) is of the form E1 ×E2 , then one can
split v into two vertices and a into two arcs, labeling each
one with an operand. Formally, define two new vertices v1
and v2 and for every b = (t, u) ∈ A \ {a}, define an arc b
as follows: if t = v and u = v, then b = b; if t = v, then
b = (vi , u) for some i ∈ {1, 2}; and if u = v, then b =
(t, vi ) for some i ∈ {1, 2}. Now let G = (V  , A , p ,  , F  )
where
• V  = (V \ {v})  {v1 , v2 },
• A = {(v1 , w), (v2 , w)} ∪ {b : b ∈ A \ {a}},
• p = p|V \{v} ∪ {(v1 , p(v)), (v2 , p(v))},
•  (v1 , w) = E1 and  (v2 , w) = E2 , and for every b ∈
A \ {a},  (b ) = (b),
• F  = {(v1 , w), (v2 , w)} ∪ {b : b ∈ F \ {a}}.
×

We then have the labeled transition G → G .

v

E1 × E2

w

×

→

v1
v2

E1
E2

w

On the black player’s side, the splitting corresponds to that
of the [⊗] rule. On the white player’s side the invertible []
rule is applied.
If (a) = 1 (the 0-ary multiplicative), then one can remove a. Formally, let G = G|A\{a} where f0 and f1 are
boolean values defined as follows: fp(v) =  iff v is a vertex of G , fp(w) = ⊥ iff w is a vertex of G . Then we have

1,f0 ,f1

(b) if G is degenerate or disconnected, then G is disconnected or f0 ∨ f1 = ;
(c) if G is active, then it has the same polarity as G;

the labeled transition G −→ G = G|A\{a} .

v

1

w

1,f0 ,f1

−→

v

w

(in the second graph, any isolated vertex shall be removed.)
In this transition both players may fail. On the black
player’s side the transition corresponds to applying [1]. The
sequent associated to v should thus be ⇓ 1, therefore the
player fails (fp(v) = ) if 1 is not the only formula of the
sequent. On the white player’s side [⊥] is applied, and if w
is only connected to v then its associated sequent becomes
⇑ which is unprovable, and the player fails (fp(w) = ).
D

Proposition 4.6. → has the following properties:
D
1. if G → G , then G ∈ Na and has the same polarity as
G;
D
2. if G ∈ Np∗ , then there is G ∈ Na such that G → G .
Proof. Let us show the first property. Since there is at least
one source in G, G has at least one focused arc and is active. Let σ be the polarity of G. All the sources of G are
σ-vertices. In G all focused arcs are of the form (v, w)
where v is a source and is therefore a σ-vertex. Let G be
the passive neutral graph obtained by reversing and unfocusing the focused arcs of G . Since every source of G is
the origin of at least one focused arc, all the sources of G
are ends of focused arcs of G and are therefore σ-vertices.
Hence G is weakly polarized and G has polarity σ.
The second property is immediate: since there are no
isolated vertices in a neutral graph, every source of G has at
least one outgoing arc to focus on.
We are going to define how to build sequences of micromoves, which correspond to phases in focused proof search;
D
those sequences are therefore built as follows: a) → is used
once to initiate the sequence (thus making the neutral graph
active), b) all the other micro-moves are applied until the
neutral graph becomes passive again. The following definition introduces a transition representing a generic micromove occurring in part b).
f0 ,f1

Definition 4.7. The relation G −→ G , where G ∈ Na ,
G ∈ N , and f0 , f1 are boolean values, is defined to hold
R
in the following cases: for every G ∈ Na , if G → G ,

f0 ,f1

2. if G ∈ Na , then there are G , f0 and f1 such that G −→
G ;
,

Proof. The relation −→ is finitely branching because each
1, ,
R + × 0, ,
of →, →, →, −→, and −→ is, as can be seen from their
definitions.
Let us show property (1). (a) can be easily seen in each
one of the 5 cases. Let us show (b). Assume that G is not
disconnected and that G is degenerate or disconnected. The
0 ,f0 ,f1

1,f0 ,f1

only possible cases are G −→ G or G −→ G . In the
0 ,f0 ,f1

1,f0 ,f1

case G −→ G we have f0 ∨f1 = . In the case G −→
G , the only situation in which f0 ∨ f1 = ⊥ is when, in G,
v is only connected to w while w is connected to at least
another vertex. This case cannot occur since it would make
G neither degenerate nor disconnected. (c) follows from
the observation that each relation preserves the polarities
of the origins and ends of the focused arcs. Property (2)
is easily observed. If G ∈ Na , then it has a focused arc.
Depending on the form of the neutral expression labeling it,
one of the 5 cases applies.
We may now pack part b) in a single transition:
f0 ,f1

Definition 4.9. The relation G −→ † G , where G ∈ N ,
G ∈ Np , and f0 , f1 are boolean values, is the smallest
⊥,⊥

relation such that for every G ∈ Np , G −→† G and such
f0 ,f1

f0  ,f1 

that for every G ∈ Na , if G −→ G −→
G



f0 ∨f0 ,f1 ∨f1

−→



†

†

G , then

G .

This relation is simply characterized. Let G ∈ N , G ∈
f0 ,f1

Np , and f0 , f1 booleans. G −→ † G iff there are n ∈ N,
(i)
(i)
G0 = G, G1 , . . . , Gn = G ∈ N and booleans f0 , f1
f

(1)

,f

(1)

f

(n)

,f

(n)

0
1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
. . . 0 −→1 Gn and
 G0 −→
(i)
∀σ ∈ {0, 1}, fσ = 1≤i≤n fσ . Notice that f0 and f1
indicate a failure at some point in the sequence.
A consequence is that size(G) ≥ size(G ), and the inequality is strict if n > 0 (e.g. if G ∈ Na ).
,
D
Composing → and −→† yields a transition which represents a phase in the proof system:

f0 ,f1

G → G or G → G , then G −→ G ; and if G −→ G

Definition 4.10. The relation G  G , where G ∈ Np∗ ,
G ∈ Np , and f0 , f1 are boolean values, is defined to hold

or G −→ G , then G −→ G .

if G → G0 −→ † G for some G0 ∈ Na .

+

⊥,⊥

×

0 ,f0 ,f1

1,f0 ,f1

f0 ,f1

,

Proposition 4.8. The relation −→ is finitely branching. It
also satisfies the following properties.
f0 ,f1

1. if G −→ G , then
(a) size(G) > size(G );

D

f0 ,f1

,

Proposition 4.11. The relation  is finitely branching. It
also satisfies the following properties.
f0 ,f1

1. if G  G
(a) size(G) > size(G );

(b) if G is degenerate or disconnected, then f0 ∨ f1 =
;
f0 ,f1
2. if G ∈ Np∗ , then there are G , f0 and f1 such that G 

G.
,

,

Proof. Consider −→† . The −→-sequences starting from
some G ∈ N have lengths bounded by size(G). Since
,
,
D
−→ is finitely branching, so is −→† . So is → (easily seen),
,
hence so is .
f0 ,f1
Let us show property (1). Assume we have G  G .
D

f

(1)

,f

(1)

f

(n)

,f

(n)

We can write G → G0 0−→0 . . . 0 −→0 Gn =
(i)
We have
G , with ∀σ ∈ {0, 1}, fσ =
1≤i≤n fσ .

size(G) = size(G0 ) > size(G ), which proves (a). Let
us show (b). For H ∈ N , consider the property P (H) =
“H is degenerate or disconnected”. G ∈ Np∗ , hence P (G)
is false, and then so is P (G0 ). Suppose that P (G ) is true.
Let k = min{1 ≤ i ≤ n : P (Gi )}. By Proposition 4.8
(k)
(k)
f0 ∨ f1 = , hence f0 ∨ f1 = . Property (2) follows
from similar results in Propositions 4.6 and 4.8.

4.5. Positions and moves
We can now define the positions and moves of the game.
We must also specify, for each position, whether it is a 0position, a 1-position, a 0-win, a 1-win or a tie.
Definition 4.12. A position is a tuple of the form
(G, f0 , f1 ), where G ∈ Np and f0 , f1 are boolean values,
such that if G ∈
/ Np∗ , then f0 ∨ f1 = .
In other words, a game position is some G ∈ Np representing goals to be achieved by the players, along with two
boolean values recording which player(s) has(have) failed
so far. In addition, if G is degenerate or disconnected then
some player must have failed.
Definition 4.13. We define the terminal game positions and
the move relation ρ simultaneously as follows.
1. The two positions (δ, , ⊥) and (δ, ⊥, ) are respectively a 1-win and a 0-win;
2. the positions of the form (G, , ) are ties;
/ Np∗ , fσ = 
3. a position (G, f0 , f1 ), where G = δ, G ∈
and fσ = ⊥, is a σ-position and its ρ-successors are
(G , f0 , f1 ), one for every connected component G of
G;
4. a position (G, f0 , f1 ), where G ∈ Np∗ and f0 ∧ f1 = ⊥,
is a σ-position, where σ is G’s polarity. If G
then (G, f0 , f1 ) ρ (G , f0 ∨ f0  , f1 ∨ f1  ).

f0  ,f1 



 G,

Informally, case 1 says that if there are no goals left and
only one player has failed, then her opponent wins; case 2
says that as soon as both players fail the play ends in a tie;
case 3 says that when a player’s failure causes the neutral

graph to be disconnected, she should pick a connected component to challenge her opponent to; and case 4 describes
a normal move, which corresponds to the simultaneous development of two phases in the proof system.
It can be easily seen (see Proposition 4.11) that every
non-final position actually has a ρ-successor.
Proposition 4.14. The relation ρ is finitely branching and
if (G, f0 , f1 ) ρ (G , f0 , f1 ), then
1. size(G) > size(G );
2. if fτ =  for some τ ∈ {0, 1}, then fτ =  (ρ preserves
failures).
Proof. The relation ρ is finitely branching because neutral
,
graphs are finite (in case 3 of definition 4.13) and  is
finitely branching (in case 4). Property (1) is a consequence
of the fact that every connected component of a neutral
graph contains at least one arc (in case 3), and of Proposition 4.11 (in case 4). Lastly, it can be immediately seen
from its definition that ρ preserves failures.
This proposition implies that ρ is noetherian and more:
the plays starting from a given position have bounded
lengths.

5. Winning strategies as cut-free focused proofs
In this section we relate cut-free proofs (in the proof system) to winning strategies (in the game). Our theorems state
the equivalence between provability and the existence of a
winning strategy. Their proofs effectively show how to construct a winning strategy from a proof. For the converse to
hold, we would need to impose a uniformity condition on
strategies like innocence. We leave this as future work.
The operators [·]+ and [·]− are applied to multisets of
neutral expressions in the obvious way. Throughout this paper, we shall not admit atomic formulas (propositional variables) into formulas: formulas will contain no non-logical
symbols. Two focused proofs of the same sequent are
equivalent iff they differ by the order in which asynchronous
rules are applied within asynchronous phases. This is indeed an equivalence relation.
We begin by formally defining two central notions relating concepts of the game to concepts of the proof system:
that of sequent associated to a vertex of a neutral graph, and
that of σ-provability (for σ ∈ {0, 1}).
Proposition 5.1. Let G = (V, A, p, , F ) ∈ N and v ∈
V . Consider the multisets of formulas F − = {[(u, v)]− :
(u, v) ∈ F }, F + = {[(v, w)]+ : (v, w) ∈ F }, U − =
{[(u, v)]− : (u, v) ∈ A \ F }, and U + = {[(v, w)]+ :
(v, w) ∈ A \ F }.
1. At least one of F − and F + is empty.
2. The elements of U − are asynchronous and those of U +
are synchronous.

Proof. Let us show the first property. If G ∈ Np , then F is
empty, and so are F − and F + . Otherwise, G ∈ Na ; suppose by contradiction that F − and F + are both non empty.
There exist (u, v), (v, w) ∈ F . Since G is strongly polarized, p(u) = p(v). Yet (u, v) ∈ A and G is a neutral graph,
hence p(u) = p(v), which yields a contradiction.
Let us show the second property. For every a ∈ A \ F ,
(a) is guarded, hence [(a)]− is asynchronous and [(a)]+
is synchronous.
Definition 5.2 (Sequent associated with a vertex). Let G =
(V, A, p, , F ) ∈ N and v ∈ V . We associate with v a
sequent ΣG,v defined as follows:

ΣG,v =

 U + ⇑ F −, U −
 U + ⇓ F +, U −

if F + is empty
otherwise

where F − , F + , U − , and U + are defined as above.
Definition 5.3 (σ-provability). Let G ∈ N and σ ∈ {0, 1}.
G is σ-provable iff the sequents associated with its σvertices are all provable. A triple (G, f0 , f1 ) where G ∈ N
and f0 , f1 are boolean values is σ-provable iff fσ = ⊥ and
G is σ-provable.
We relate game moves to derivations by proceeding
gradually from small steps (micro-moves and inference
rules) to large objects (winning strategies and proofs).
The proofs of the four following propositions are rather
long and can be found in the extended report.
Proposition 5.4. Let G ∈ Na and let σ be G’s polarity. Let
f0 ,f1

S = {(G , f0 , f1 ) : G −→ G }. G is σ-provable iff there
exists (G , f0 , f1 ) ∈ S which is σ-provable.
Proposition 5.5. Let G ∈ Na and let σ be G’s polarity. Let
f0 ,f1

S = {(G , f0 , f1 ) : G −→ G }. G is σ-provable iff every
(G , f0 , f1 ) ∈ S is σ-provable.
Proposition 5.6. Let G ∈ Na and let σ be G’s polarity. Let
f0 ,f1

S = {(H, f0 , f1 ) : G −→ † H}. G is σ-provable iff there
exists (H, f0 , f1 ) ∈ S which is σ-provable. G is σ-provable
iff every (H, f0 , f1 ) ∈ S is σ-provable.
Proposition 5.7. Let G ∈ Np∗ and let σ be G’s polarity. Let
f0 ,f1

S = {(H, f0 , f1 ) : G  H}. G is σ-provable iff there
exists (H, f0 , f1 ) ∈ S which is σ-provable. G is σ-provable
iff every (H, f0 , f1 ) ∈ S is σ-provable.
Lemma 5.8. Let q = (G, f0 , f1 ) be a non-final σ-position.
Let S = {q  : q ρ q  }. q is σ-provable iff there exists q  ∈ S
which is σ-provable. q is σ-provable iff every q  ∈ S is
σ-provable.

Proof. q is a non-final position; we may be either in case 3
or case 4 of Definition 4.13. Let us prove the result in each
case separately.
Case 3 of Definition 4.13. fσ =  and fσ = ⊥ and for
every (G , f0 , f1 ) ∈ S, fσ =  and fσ = ⊥. It means
that neither q nor any q  ∈ S is σ-provable. Also, q is σprovable iff G is σ-provable (since fσ = ⊥), iff for every
(G , f0 , f1 ) ∈ S, G is σ-provable (since the G are the
connected components of G), iff every q  ∈ S is σ-provable
(since the fσ all equal ⊥).
Case 4 of Definition 4.13. G ∈ Np∗ and has polarity σ. We may apply Proposition 5.7 to G. Let S  =
f  ,f1



{(G , f0 , f1 ) : G 0 G }. G is σ-provable iff there exists
(G , f0 , f1 ) ∈ S  which is σ-provable. G is σ-provable iff
every (G , f0 , f1 ) ∈ S  is σ-provable. Therefore
• (G, f0 , f1 ) is σ-provable iff there exists (G , f0 , f1 ) ∈
S  such that (G , f0 ∨ f0 , f0 ∨ f1 ) is σ-provable,
• (G, f0 , f1 ) is σ-provable iff for every (G , f0 , f1 ) ∈ S  ,
(G , f0 ∨ f0 , f0 ∨ f1 ) is σ-provable.
The result follows from the fact that S = {(G , f0 ∨f0 , f0 ∨
f1 ) : (G , f0 , f1 ) ∈ S  }.
Theorem 5.9. Let q be a position and σ ∈ {0, 1}. There is
a winning σ-strategy from q iff q is σ-provable.
Proof. We know that the lengths of the plays from q are
bounded. Let us prove the result by induction on the maximal length nq of a play from q.
If nq = 0, then q is a final position. Player σ has a
winning strategy from q iff q is a σ-win, iff q is σ-provable
(see Definition 4.13).
Suppose that nq > 0. q is not a final position. Let S =
{q  : q ρ q  }. There are two cases: either q is a σ-position,
or it is a σ-position.
If q is a σ-position, then there is a winning σ-strategy
from q iff there is a winning σ-strategy from some q  ∈ S,
iff, by induction hypothesis (nq < nq ), there exists q  ∈ S
which is σ-provable, iff, by Lemma 5.8, q is σ-provable.
If q is a σ-position, then there is a winning σ-strategy
from q iff there is a winning σ-strategy from every q  ∈ S,
iff, by induction hypothesis (nq < nq ), every q  ∈ S is
σ-provable, iff, by Lemma 5.8, q is σ-provable.

6. Related and future work
There is a great deal of work that address various gametheoretical aspects of logic. Most of the work on using
game semantics with linear logic is centered around modeling cut-elimination: in particular, on viewing one player
as a processing element and the other player as the environment. Blass introduced a game semantics for linear logic
in [3]. From the point of view of modeling cut-free proof
search, the most closely related work to that described here

is Miller and Saurin’s [15]: there the use of games to provide a neutral approach to proof and refutation was applied
to additive games weakly extended with some multiplicative aspects: no approach to the full multiplicative setting
was considered in that paper. Our work is strongly related,
at least in spirit, to a part of Girard’s Ludics [8]. Less closely
related is work by Pym and Ritter [17] where game semantics is proposed as a way to control the search for proofs in
intuitionistic and classical logics.
We leave several topics as future work. These include
extending the logic to stronger fragments by incorporating,
for example, first-order quantification, equality, and fixed
points. Developing technical connections to Ludics, in particular works such as [6] would be of particular interest. It
would also be of interest to relate proofs and strategies more
closely, by switching to asynchronous games and innocent
strategies ([14]).
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